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Temporal evolution of radiated seismic energy
88
The aftershock temporal decay previously described by Omori law (1894) was improved by Utsu The energy distribution of the seismic sequence was described by the frequency-magnitude scaling 104 of Gutenberg and Richter (1954) that states that: 
109
It is debated if the Gutenberg and Richter (1954) law can be applied to the whole seismic sequence 110 or only to the aftershocks (see Utsu 1969, Helmstetter and Sornette 2003) .
111
Combining equations (1) and (2) Jones (1989, 1994) proposed an aftershock where  and  are constants and M is the magnitude. The parameters α and  depend on the 128 magnitude scale adopted.
129
In this paper I study the evolution of the radiated seismic energy assuming that, during the seismic 130 sequence, the magnitude or energy distribution is independent on time. This assumption is
consequence of the Reasenberg and Jones equation (3).
132
The energy of the aftershocks E as (t) of the sequence as function of time can be obtained by 
138 Substituting equation (3) into equation (7) and taking the derivative with respect to the magnitude , finite values of τ and p>1, 
The second addendum of the sum in equation (20) 
286
The function f of equation (13) 
Application to California
306
The proposed method has been applied to a set of 9 Californian seismic sequences in the years Table 1 ).
308
<Insert Table 1 here>   309 The sequences were the same described in Shcherbakov and Turcotte (2004) Table 1 ). It is important to remark that EMR method applied to the whole 332 seismic sequence supplies an "overall sequence" completeness magnitude that does not take into to the sum of seismic moments, large random fluctuations of this sum (see section 2) should be 360 considered.
361
The free parameters c and p are estimated using a maximum-likelihood estimate. One of the 362 problems in applying maximum likelihood method is defining the likelihood function to be 363 maximized.
In particular, a model should be issued for the fluctuations of the independent variable. 
Where W is a Whittaker function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1966) , which can be calculated using In this paper, I assumed that the energy fluctuations pdf is the one of equation (25) shows the value of c and p on the same sequences using the maximum likelihood procedure applied 424 to the modified Omori formula as proposed by Ogata (1983) and implemented in Zmap software.
425
The dispersion of c parameter is larger, ranging from 10 -3 to 10 2 times the value of c Mc . Selecting 426 only the cases in which M I ≥M c and N≥100 (black symbols in Fig. 3c ) a trend compatible with eq. the data and will be topic of a future paper.
453
In order to investigate the stability of the parameters using energy based approach for different hypotheses by using the Student-t statistics:
Where n is the number of samples. shows the values of R and t for the two variables.
474
<Insert implies a failure also of equations (22) and (23), of which eq. (26) is a consequence. The c parameter shows a not relevant dependence on M m , with a large scatter of the parameter (see 502   Table 3 ).
478
503
A last test has been done to verify if the positive correlation between p and c parameters found by 
Strongest aftershock magnitude estimation
509 Table 4 shows the values of the 3 terms of equation (21) anomalously low respect to the best fit line. This anomaly is due to the high value of f that in these 533 cases reaches the 50% and the 70% of the value of Log 10 [R ES (24)], respectively (see Table 4 ). This 534 is due to two different reasons: Whittier Narrows is characterized by a high value of c; this means 535 that the onset of the power low decay is later than in other sequences and therefore there is a high 536 frequency of earthquakes (high radiated energy) also after the first day. Ridgecrest, vice-versa, is 537 characterized by a very low value of p. This means that the frequency of the earthquakes (radiated 538 energy) decreases slowly and therefore it is still high after the first day. positive (see Fig 3j) , the term -f is negative and therefore the ratio can be greater than 1 and smaller 542 than -1. Figure 8a shows the ratio for the R ES (24) dependent term. The ratio is generally close to 1 543 (mean 1.18, standard deviation 0.51) except in the cases of the abovementioned sequences 1 and 6
544
(Whittier Narrows and Ridgecrest), corresponding to high negative values of -f term (see Fig. 8b ); 545 the -f term has a generally smaller ratio (mean -0.37, standard deviation 0.54); the b-dependent term 546 (see Fig. 8c ) has less variable ratio (mean 0.19, standard deviation 0.12). sequence to the other, with a slightly larger contribution of f. In Table 4 , it is interesting to notice 554 also the differences between Ridgecrest and Hector Mine sequences. The two sequences have 555 similar values of both the energy and the b dependent terms (see Table 4 ). The differences of m 556 are due to the f term. The huge value of f (Table 4 , 7 th raw) of the Ridgecrest sequence respect to the 557 other is due to a small value of p (Table 2 row 7 and discussion in section 2). It is therefore a 558 difference in p and not in b that drives a large difference in m.
559
Conclusions
560
In this paper, a new temporal description of seismic sequences in terms of R ES (t) ratio has been 561 shown. In particular, the analytical description of R ES (t) as function of R ES (τ) with τ<t and of
(equation 13) has been proposed.
563
In the following, the main results obtained in this paper are listed and described. California. Real data are characterized by sudden steps in R ES (t), which cause deviations 566 from the fit line and are due both to physical and to computational causes (see section 5).
567
However, most sequences show high value of R 2 and small RMSE in the fit, confirming the 568 good capability of eq. (13) in describing real data. analysis has been performed to understand which term of equation (21) suggestions. I also wish to acknowledge the two unknown reviewers for their helpful comments.
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Figure captions Table 1 . 
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